SIGNATURE QI GUA SHA

IN A TIGHT SPOT*

60 MINS

$118

90 MINS*

$198

CUSTOM QI

This anti-aging facial enlists the power of ultrasound
to deliver ingredient-rich Babor skincare by penetrating
it deep into your skin, reviving cell tissues to yield a
smooth and taut surface.

Using the age-old diagnostic
approach of meridian channels
and acupressure, we have
harnessed the ancient wisdom
of finger pressure strokes to
undo your facial knots and
give you that radiant GLOW!

A customised facial that targets specific needs to
unlock your own special aura. Choose from several
treatments that wield the healing power of natural
marine and botanical ingredients from Switzerland.
There’s a solution for everyone!

80 MINS

$180

LIFT OFF !
Radio Frequency (RF) energy penetrates deep into
the sub-dermal layers of your skin to tighten it while
sealing its pores. The pain-free energy stimulates
blood circulation and expels toxins embedded within,
resulting in firmer, tighter skin.
90 MINS

$250

LIGHTINGALE

$138

ONLY AVAILABLE AT GREAT WORLD CITY & RAFFLES CITY

75 MINS (Hydrating)

$138

75 MINS (Purifying)

$138

Protein and amino acids from miracle cells are imbued
straight into your skin with the aid of Variable-Pulsed
Light Technology, awakening it from slumber by stimulating
collagen growth to restore youth.

ANTI PORE-GREY*
This balancing pore-refining stem cell facial designed
for oily and combinatIon skin uses Babor’s Alpine Rose
Stem Cells to detoxify and clarify congestion from
beneath the surface, minimising pores and keeping
sebum secretion under control.
75 MINS

$160

75 MINS

QI MEGALIFT

ONLY AVAILABLE AT GREAT WORLD CITY & RAFFLES CITY

Uplift your energy levels and reawaken a radiant
complesion. This revolutionart facial features
Corundum crystals to deeply exfoliate the skin to
help it regain smoothness and vitality. Say hello
to a youthful glow!
60 MINS

$300

Aftercare cream

$150

TIME TO SHINE*

FINISHING STROKES
Final touches for a complete experience.
$58
$107 with machine

Neck Treatment

$80
$150 with machine

Gua Sha Sparkle Eye

$80

$160

SIGNATURE MANTRAS
SIGNATURE QI STAR BL AST
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!

Intensive acupuncture massage, guaranteed to knock
the knots off your back.
60 MINS

$98

90 MINS*

$138

REMEDY QI STAR BL AST

ONLY AVAILABLE AT GREAT WORLD CITY & RAFFLES CITY

INSIDE - BOTTOM (Behind Back)

60 MINS

$135

90 MINS

$195

THE QI REVOLUTION

Using Shockwave Technology to tackle the most
stubborn knots, this treatment delivers superb
and deep-reaching relief into your muscles that
no ordinary massage can fix.
$180

Technology that helps in giving stubborn cellulite a
little nudge.

DOWAGER’
S BL ANKET
A deep-heating treatment using gentle Radio
Frequency to target stomach cellulite, helping
you achieve a firmer and toner physique.
30 MINS

$90

DOWAGER’
S CONTOURS

ONLY AVAILABLE AT GREAT WORLD CITY & RAFFLES CITY

Let our Thermal Heat Iron firm, shape, and smoothen
your skin back to its youth, detoxifying it in the process.
30 MINS

$98

ENERQI QUICK FIXES
We know your Qi spots best!
Choose from our menu of
prescriptive treatments.

ONLY AVAILABLE AT RAFFLES CITY

THE ROYAL MELTDOWN

Our Signature Mantras are our
best-selling treatments. Choose one
that best puts you in ultimate bliss.
The Enerqi Quick Fixes are remedial
massages to ease muscular tension,
undo knots and alleviate aches.

*Services listed are only available for
existing Qi Mantra Package Holders.

Remedial massages for specific body parts to ease
inflammation, improve blood flow and relieve tight
muscles.
FOOT

30 MINS

$38

HEAD

30 MINS

$58

BACK

30 MINS

$58

BACK, FOOT
& SHOULDER

60 MINS

$80

fold

Targeting muscle aches, shoulder aches and back
aches, this is performed by our very own Tui Na
Specialist with more than 20 years’ experience. Psst!
She’s very popular, so an advanced booking
is recommended!

30 MINS

Eye Treatment

fold

Breathe fresh air into dull, sallow skin and bring it
back to life with this revitalising oxygen stem cell
facial. Babar’s Alpline Rose Stem Cells unite with
an energising cream made with pure oxygen, to
brighten, hydrate and invigorate your skin.
75 MINS

$250

*Indicates treatments using Babor/Dr Babor products*

Nourish the skin with a rich blend of Hyaluronic
Acid, Collagen and Elastin for the perfect
finish to your treatment.

$160

MASSAGE

Artwork: 400 X 210mm (open) 100 X 210mm (close)

PEEL TO REVEAL*
An AHA peel and detoxifying clay mask join forces to
unveil crystal clear complexion using specially selected
Babor skincare that purify and soothe acne-prone
and sensitive skin.

90 MINS

fold

75 MINS (Brightening)

FACIALS

INSIDE - TOP (Behind Front)

Our star facial that gives you an instant sparkle by
relaxing your facial muscles to recapture the twinkle
of youth. We use a gentle scraping motion to flush
your toxins through your lymph nodes and rev up your
blood circulation to give your face an instant detox
with minimal discomfort.

